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1.Introduction
In world of Internet your website have good rank in the any 
search engine , if you search any query on search engine your 
website should come on first page ,that is all about SEO [7], 
hows your website is googlized[21] ,so we need good SEO 
work on website.

      In this paper we are  covering this aspects by reverse 
engineering of SEO, in this paper we are  analyzing the links 
rank for the particular query and gives the report to the SOE 
teams  that team works on this report and by different meth-
od they are trying to improve the rank of the that website 
for that query , in this paper we are searching for particular 
search query  on search engine by considering some param-
eters like search engine , number of pages to be crawled 
, website on that we are doing research and IP address of 
the search engine and for that particular search query we are 
searching on the search engine and counting  the rank of 
the that website  which is coming in search engine results for 
particular search query and gives that report  for SEO .This 
counted results storing in the database for further analysis. by 
this data we are generating the different kind of comparison 
graph and generating business reports of different kind.

Here also we fetching the result from the database and com-
paring different dates data.   Same things we are applying for 
different search engine.

Fig.1  Model For Website link Analysis by Keyword 

Above Model for the Website Link Analysis are explained in 
graphical way . Here we are first fix some input parameters 
and then applying on this tools and generate the results and 
store in database . and generating different kind  of reports.

Here considering all those inputs parameters and  we are 
counting results by ignoring those data/content which is ir-
relevant to topic, means we are ignoring those links like im-
age links , back links , video links [17] etc.

2.RELATED WORKS
Here we are  going to explain some of the related tasks 
to my paper ,Google Analytics[21] , Google Webmaster 
Tool[18],Google Trends and Google Insights for Search[19], 
Alexa Internet [20]  , above motioned tools are help to 
SOE(search engine optimization)  for the analysis of your 
website , improve your marketing strategy ,business etc. 
this paper (WEBSITE  LINK ANALYSIS BY KEYWORD)  that is 
one of the part of the Analysis tool that helps to the SEO for 
analysis of  websites link rank[17].

A .Google Analytics.
It is the free analytical service it is helps to SEO for the anal-
ysis of the website it is gives the different kind of  reports 
that how the end user touch with any portal , , in this google 
analytics lots of features are available   , some of the feature 
of  this tools are given bellow It is monitoring  the website 
and gives the result like number of users , number of pages 
viewed , traffics of your website even traffic of particular pag-
es, module etc. it is also gives the reports like list of visitor 
that often  visiting your site.

B. Google Webmaster Tool
This tools gives the reports that behavior of  website that 
is seen by the google search engine, it is also free of cost 
service by the google some of the features of the webmaster 
tools are given bellow .It inform to the end user that which 
pages or module are not able to crawl.Website owner can 
submit the sitemap and  also check the site map .Display 
the how many pages , module or sites that is blocked by the 
google.Liked page to other site.Error in any HTML pages.It 
also gives the like for particular search query how many times 
your site visited, number of  listing clicked  of  your website 
on google etc.
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C. Google Trends and Google Insights for Search
Google Insights for Search[19] is launched and after that it 
is merged with Google trend[19].  Some of the features of 
this tools are given bellow. It is used to analyze the  traffic for 
particular search term i.e popularity of the any person or any 
things.  For comparison of the between term that is search on 
google search engine , for the time period graph like which 
particular keyword search frequently , for particular time pe-
riod and  for particular region .

D.  Alexa Internet
This tools is same like other google tools that gives the dif-
ferent kind of analytical reports for the business purpose.it is 
from Amazon it gives the report like overall traffic . it provides 
most of functionality that provides google tools  in addition  
is also provides lots of developer tools ,APIs etc. It is provide 
alexa rank that is globle to all website[20].

3.WLAK(Website Link Analysis By Keyword) Relationship 
MODEL
I.Website Link Analysis By Keyword 
On internet many tools and software available for examina-
tion of  the website.Here we are  presenting  one of the  web-
site link analysis tool that help to the SEO , sketch of this tools 
given below on the based on considering some parameters  
like search engine , search queries , websites etc . i.e here in 
this paper I firing   particular search query (ex.  “sony vio”), 
on different search engine like google ,yahoo or bing  and  
considering specific website counting the hyperlink rank [17]. 

 
Fig2 .Graphical Represents of tool

II .Download and Parse HTML Pages
Considering the search query , search engine, IP address of 
the search engine and some other parameters like number of 
pages to be parse , number of  links per page [17] etc.  for 
each search query this tool analyze  the result ,here crawling  
the internet on bases of given above parameters , there is 
lots of difficulties during the crawling process because On 
the internet wide verities of content hyperlinks are available 
like violation and lots of  tags and similar names[17] etc . how 
we are crawling the internet that is totally depend on algo-
rithm logic and search engine pages pattern . on changes 
of time period we have to change the crawling algorithm 
because pattern of search engine pages changes frequently.

III. Put in Queue and Schedule Links. Put this crawled links 
in to the queue and schedule this links ,this links temporary 
stored in the buffer . this links combinations of different kind 
of links including image links , adds links , news links video 
links [17]etc. scheduler schedule the links and put it in to 
the buffer  temporary  for the further use . further scheduler 
fetches these links from the buffer and go ahead for the next 
step for filtration  of the links.
IV. Filter (Remove Irrelevant links)
From previous step we have scheduled links  from the buffer 
and  putted in to the filter for removing the irrelevant links 
from the crawled links. This is the main part of the our tasks 
and it is very challenging process to remove unrelated con-
tent, here in this process we are dividing the   two partition 
one for relevant links and another irrelevant links that are not 
part of our paper , these relevant links process for further  
study  and we are putting in to temporary buffer for use of 
next operation . In next step we are counting the result.

V. Counting Result.
After filtration process  , we are fetching these links from the 
buffer and counting the result of the given input website that 
and search for that website links from the buffer and counting 
the number of the links[17].

VI. Display Results 
On the bases of the previous results we are displaying the 
results. For displaying result we are using different technique 
i.e result displaying by graph , bye  excel sheet etc.

4.Algorithm
I.Initialize the variables  
 i.Parsed URL
 ii.Count of URL
 iii.Website Domain to be searched
 iv.Search Engine (Gooogle.com/Google.co.in/Yahoo/

Bing)
 v.Number of page to be parsed
 vi.Number of link to be parsed per page (i.e per page 10 

links or 20 links etc. )
 vii.IP address of search Engine. 
 viii.Search query /keyword (Samsung mobile ..etc)
II.  Repeat 
III. Based on IP address of the search engine and consid-

ering search engine ,number of link to be parsed per 
page(i.e 1 to 10 link per page etc.)  download HTML 
page for particular Search query.

IV.  Store this(Unfiltered) HTML page in buffer  for further 
use.

V.  Repeat this process till given rang of pages to be parse
VI.  Start filtering process  of links from stored HTML page 
 
Using particular algorithm filters all irrelevant links from HTML 
page. Iterate page URL one by one and filter other links like 
Adds link, duplicate links , Image  links  etc.  and store this 
filtered link in other buffer.

7. Repeat this step for other page 20 to 30 , 30 to 40 …till 
given range etc.

8. Iterate this Stored filtered URL and  match this URL do-
main with initialized website Domain, if found then  
  count the  place of that link

9.Display that count (Result).

5.Experimental Results
A1. This Graph generated from the fetching the results from 
database for particular keyword  and different websites for 
different search engine , here we are also adding one more 
parameter “date “ , on different date we are displaying re-
sults by fetching the results from the Database. 
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Fig.3  A1 Keyword –website vs ranks Graph for Different 
Dates.
 
A2. Here keyword-website vs rank graph are given for the 
different  keywords and websites 
i.e  we are considering some bunch of keywords and some 
websites on which we want to experiment , and represent in 
graphical way by fetching the data from database.

Fig.4  A2 Keyword –website vs ranks Graph for different  
search queries(keyword) and websites
 
A3. Comparison graph of Keyword –website vs ranks 
Graph  for different  search engine
Here we are doing same experiment that explained above 
doing for different search engine i.e yahoo, google and bing 

Fig.5  A3 Keyword –website vs ranks Graph  for different  
search engine
 
Note: Here all  results are dummy  and taken on the assump-
tion for understating the paper work.

6.Conclusion and Future Enhancement 
It is hard to represent the accurate result of the SEO(search 
engine optimization) for the particular search queries , web-
site and search engine . By using different search engine here 
we are comparing results of different search queries  and rep-
resent in graphical way and counting the rank of the links.

As time goes we have to update the algorithm of our paper  
as for more  accurate result then previous result and algo-
rithm of search engine is changing very frequently and also 
we will add some extra features and graphical represent of 
data will be improve. 


